
by Bob Zaruta, President/CEO, NWIRC

Numerous organizations across the 
region are working to address workforce 
challenges in manufacturing, and many are 
working directly with schools to expose 
to the new, up and coming talent the vast 

opportunities 
available. NWIRC 
is also doing just 
that. With this 
academic school 
year coming to a 
close, I thought 
good timing to 
share some of the 
activity. 

McDowell Manufacturing. In previous 
articles, we’ve highlighted the exciting 
program at McDowell High School in Erie, 
‘McDowell Manufacturing’- a student-
run enterprise. Now wrapping up their 
2nd year in operation, they continue to 
make real parts for real companies. The 
student enterprise is a valuable part 
of their customers’ supply chain. The 
program grew from 21 students in year 
one to 60 students this past year, and 
looks promising to be close to 100 for the 
new school year in the Fall. The program 
received a $99,000 expansion grant as part 
of the PA Manufacturing Training to Career 
(MTTC) program from the Department of 
Community and Economic Development 
(DCED). McDowell Manufacturing was also 
chosen as one of only five ‘manufacturing 
companies’ doing great things for a photo 
shoot by the 
Manufacturing 
Extension 
Partnership 
(MEP) National 
Network. The 
photo shoot took 
place in April, 
and featured  
students working 

in their technology lab as well as visiting 
onsite at one their customers’ facility, 
Advanced Welding Technology. Some of 
the photos from the session are featured in 
this newsletter issue (Page 4), with more on 
the NWIRC website.  

NWIRC assisted two additional school 
districts in our region with exploring a 
similar student-run enterprise model at 
their high schools and co-applied for MTTC 
grants. These schools were each awarded 
a $200,000 grant to launch their programs 
for the 2022/2023 school year. 

BAHS Manufacturing. Bradford Area 
High School announced their award 
this past April and will launch BAHS 
Manufacturing as a collaboration among 
students in their existing programs 
for business, pre-engineering, and 
machining. The program is strongly 
supported by elected officials, Senator 
Dush and Representative Causer, who 
attended the recent press event. Several 
manufacturers, 
along with 
some students 
planning to 
participate in 
the enterprise, 
were there 
to share their 
excitement to 
start working with the program.   

Dutch Manufacturing. The student-
run enterprise at St Marys Area High 
School, Dutch Manufacturing, held 
an event to announce their program 
just a couple weeks ago. In addition 
to special guests Senator Dush and 
Representative Armanini, DCED Secretary 
Neil Weaver traveled from Harrisburg to 
share his support for these student-run 
manufacturing enterprises launching 
around our region. He said these 
programs “address the root 
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causes of the labor shortage by truly 
engaging students with more than 
just having a guest speaker or doing 
a field trip”. The new teacher for 
Dutch Manufacturing is in place and 
Superintendent, Harley Ramsey, said 
they started marketing the program 
to students. From a survey conducted 
with students regarding various career 
pathways, 60 out of the 80 responses 
cited interest in being involved with 
Dutch Manufacturing (and there are 
only 40 slots available). 

The work with student-run enterprises 
continues as NWIRC works with 
school districts in other counties in 
northern PA, so you can expect even 
more opportunities for high school 
students to explore all aspects of 
manufacturing by running their own 
business. Expect more opportunities 
for students to connect, collaborate,
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Getting Students ‘Hooked’ on Manufacturing

Students with (L) McDowell 
instructor Kyle Bucholz and  
(R) Bob Zaruta, NWIRC 

Check presentation to  
Bradford Area School District. 

DCED Secretary 
Neil Weaver and 
Senator Cris 
Dush examine 
a part recently 
produced by  
students 
planning to be 
part of Dutch 
Manufacturing. 
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and solve problems with and for the manufacturing 
industry. Expect more opportunities for students to get  
hooked on manufacturing, period. 

 

Exploding Myths Of 
Organizational Change
By Chip Madera, MS, CSP     

When we believe a lie, it becomes our truth. The longer we 
keep telling ourselves that lie, the more we become certain 
that IT is the only truth. One lie leaders often perpetuate 
is that enacting change within an organization takes years 
to accomplish, not in months. If there is one thing that the 
COVID19 pandemic has taught us is that change, when 
necessary for safety, survival and health, can be launched, 
implemented and successfully executed within weeks and 
days. 

Many Change Guru’s would have 
you believe that the solution to your 
intended organizational change can 
take upwards of 3 to 5 years. Curiously, 
they will show you their long, drawn 
out blueprint of incremental changes 
you can take each year to achieve often 
only a portion of the results you desire. I know this extended 
timeline is a lie because I have worked with organizations 
who have created and developed colossal culture shifts and 
achieved outsized results in just 90 days.

The concept of bringing the entire workforce along for 
across-the-board improvements may seem hard to imagine 
at first but it is manageable. I know it is possible as a reality 
because I have guided hundreds of organizations through 
positive change and they have seen triple digit growth 
in cornerstone outcomes, while advancing customer 
satisfaction and employee engagement.

Another common myth of organizational change is that 
the success of the initiative is conditional upon employee 
buy-in. Change only works if everyone gets on board, 
right? Remember that the role of your employees is to 
help the organization meet its goals, improve and increase 
production and further advance it’s market share. Leaders 
can avoid significant drama in the midst of change if they 
make buy-in to the new organizational directive a condition 
of employment, rather than trying to force employee 
participation from those who are unwilling to move forward 
with new protocols.

Accelerated change is possible with focused leaders at 
the helm; fearless resolve from leadership is required to 

attain uncompromising results.  When executed properly, 
sustained outcomes can increase by as high as 100-300% 
in just 90 days. Organizations often produce less than 
impressive results because leaders lack the key skillsets 
required to inform, educate, inspire and motivate staff.

Employees need crystal clear expectations to achieve 
consistent follow-through on new organizational mandates. 
Fundamentally, intensive training and ongoing feedback 
from leadership is essential to accelerate culture change. 
When launching organizational change, leadership must 
resolve to fulfill all three of these employees’ needs:  
1) crystal clear expectations; 2) intensive training, and;  
3) ongoing feedback from leadership. When all three needs 
are met, employees will perform at a level one could never 
have imagined.

Leadership personnel are the most significant players for 
creating lasting organizational change. They have the 
longevity and the experience to know what the company 
could achieve at its full potential. Invest company resources 
to equip managers with the tools necessary to meet the 
new challenges of leadership and the positive ripple effects 
on the organization’s employees will promote growth and 
performance at its highest levels. With the right brand of 
leadership and the right pieces in place, organizations can 
leverage employee engagement to produce sustainable 
outcomes.

Higher performance is expected but consistent 
performance is what creates ongoing success. Success 
essentially boils down to the attitudes of every individual on 
the team and the consistency at which they deliver quality. 
From the part-time employee or contractor to the highest 
level of leadership, showing up every day fully engaged, 
committed to reaching corporate objectives and a passion 
for the work they do should be a normal occurrence. 

Always, not usually or sometimes, demonstrating behaviors 
and attitudes must be the new standard employees meet 
that create excellence. Would you eat at a restaurant 
where the kitchen staff usually washes their hands before 
preparing the food? How about shop at a local store where 
they sometimes stock what you need? Would you want to 
be operated on by a surgeon who usually is one of the best 
in their field? It’s unnerving to think that the people and 
places we rely on could be inconsistent—it certainly falls 
short of fostering consumer confidence in your products 
and services.

It is imperative as you move forward in your organizational 
change to stay focused on continually setting the bar 
higher. It is not enough just to do better than your 
competitors. Unparalleled results can be achieved by 
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delivering excellence in every way at every opportunity. Every 
employee and every leader in the organization impacts the 
bottom line in the way each one thinks, believes, behaves and 
performs at work. 

Stop believing the big lie. Stop settling for incremental changes 
over years when your organization is poised for accelerated 
change and profound growth. Significant, accelerated 
organizational change is possible if you believe it is essential 
and in the best interest of your organization. 

Side Note: Chip Madera will be the keynote speaker for ‘Turn 
Off the Labor Shortage Alarm’ regional tour in Sharon (June 14), 
DuBois (June 16), and Titusville (June 21). The event from  
9am-12noon is free, but registration is required. See details at  
nwirc.org/alarm

 

B2B Website Connecting 
Regional Manufacturers
The B2B website, TriState Manufacturers Marketplace (TSM), 
is showing big results with leads and collaboration among 
regional manufacturers. Developed and maintained 
by weCreate, a full-service industrial marketing and 
website design agency, the site is seeing steady growth 
from their ongoing marketing efforts. The website was 
initially built by weCreate, but they also collaborated 
with the GR8T Manufacturing Partnership in northwest 
PA for enhanced features and ramp-up of the B2B tool. 
From inception, the goal and deliverable continues to 
be connecting manufacturers in Pennsylvania (as well as 
OH, WV, and NY) to do business with one another, often 
physically connecting manufacturers to fulfill complex 
jobs, with a recent example of this coming from Boeing. 
The marketplace received an inquiry from the Fortune 
500 company requiring complex manufacturing involving 
fabricaton, plastic welding, and machining. The marketplace 
staff was able to connect two manufacturers to work 
together on the project.

The TSM network is working together to help each other. 
Recently Venango Machine received a deep hole drilling 
lead that they were not immediately able to service, so they 
forwarded the lead to TSM, and TSM was able to connect 
the lead with an available source. These are just a few of the 
many connections the marketplace is making. 

The weCreate team is putting their experience working with 
regional manufacturers to use by pushing out searchable 
content that is boosting Tristate Manufacturers on Google 
Search. They are developing curated top ten lists, such 
as ‘Top Injection Molding Companies in PA’, the ‘Top CNC 
Machining Companies in PA’, and many more. Not only 

do these top ten lists allow members to be found easier 
on Google, but they have also begun to boost the overall 
search results of the site. In addition to marketing content 
to increase organic searches, weCreate has implemented an 
advertising campaign on multiple digital channels to help 
bring more members and customers to the platform.

“Marketing efforts are paying off with continued increase 
in clicks and website visits for companies listed on Tristate 
from organic Google searches. Not only are manufacturers 
listed on the website getting seen by thousands of 
prospective customers weekly, but they are also receiving 
direct quote requests from Fortune 50 Companies and other 
businesses visiting their site seeking suppliers across various 
industry categories,” said Nate Wheeler, weCreate CEO. He 
said when Tristate’s team receives a quote request, they 
promptly feed the warm lead over to a qualified member 
company that matches capabilities to handle the request 
from the 100+ companies currently listed on the site. Their 
goal is to help members get new business and network with 
other regional manufacturing companies to alleviate labor 
shortage issues.

There are opportunities to profile manufacturing companies 
with a inexpensive basic listings, or premium listings 
for a minimal cost to include photos, videos, and prime 
placement. Manufacturing companies outside of the  
tri-state area will not be permitted to register a profile 
for their company on the site, however, anyone from 
anywhere will be able to view the capabilities of all the 
great resources in our region. The weCreate team is 
able to provide companies with advice to enhance their 
listing on the platform. To list your company, visit https://
tristatemanufacturers.com/ or reach out to  
mreichard@nwirc.org for more information. 
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From Page 1, a few photos from  
the MEP National Network photo 
shoot featuring McDowell  
Manufacturing, along with their 
customer, Advanced Welding  
Technologies. 
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 YOUR STRATEGIC BUSINESS ADVISORS

If you have questions, or would like to speak with the team at NWIRC about services, please contact 
one of our Strategic Business Advisors (SBA) covering 13 counties of northwest and north central PA:

Scan for more details

 UPCOMING EVENTS
IATF 16949  
Internal Auditor
June 7-9:  St Marys 
Training of the IATF 16949
automotive standard will
provide understanding of
quality management
principles in context with
ISO 9001:2015, along
with techniques of
process-based audting with
hands-on activities. 

Turn Off the  
Labor Shortage Alarm
June 14: Sharon 
June 16: DuBois 
June 21: Titusville 
The labor shortage isn’t going 
away soon, so focus on a solid 
strategy with your current 
employees. Keynote speaker, 
Chip Madera, will explore critical 
beliefs, behaviors, and actions 
to engage your manufacturing 
team. Also, network with 
organizations who can help  
with workforce challenges now. 

Start Winning Where  
It Counts
June 22:  Zoom
Companies win and lose every 
day—sometimes with quotes or 
profitability, and sometimes with 
people. It’s all about making the 
right connections and growing 
your business relationships. 
Explore how to create the dream 
team and momentum you need 
to win, and the law of the ‘Inner 
Circle’. 

Pancakes and Planning
Aug 9: Erie 
Aug 17: Sharon 
Aug 23: DuBois
Having an accurate view 
of your company’s 
current situation, and a 
compelling vision of the 
future, motivates employees 
and focuses resources on areas 
that will have the most impact. 
Attend this morning workshop 
with your team to get started 
or enhance a strategic plan. 
Pancakes are included!

Tom Weible
814.590.5202
2 EAST LONG AVENUE
DuBOIS, PA 15801  
tweible@nwirc.org

William Rupert
814.227.9350

FRANKLIN, PA
wjrupert@nwirc.org

Lisa Dach
724.931.0728
HERMITAGE, PA 
ldach@nwirc.org

Andrew Idzik 
814.217.6068
8425 PEACH STREET
ERIE, PA 16509 
aidzik@nwirc.org


